Whirlpool duet gas dryer thermal fuse

Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. Replacement thermal fuse by DR Quality Parts for most top name brand dryers.
Comparable Part Numbers and The fuse is a fail-safe that stops the electricity to the heating
system when a dryer overheats. When this fuse is broken your dryer will not start or it will not
heat properly. This fuse self-destructs and cannot be reset, it must be replaced when there is no
continuity between the terminals. The fuse has two terminals and is sold individually. It attaches
to the blower wheel housing. Blown fuses can be caused by clogged ventilation and is
recommended checking to make sure all the vents clear with proper airflow when you perform
this repair. Replaces the following parts : , wp, , , No heat or insufficient heat. Too hot. Dryer
takes to long to dry Won't Start. The timer does advance. Shuts off too soon. Won't shut off. Will
not tumble. Touchpad does not respond. Wash your clothes immediately don't wait any longer!
The Whirlpool brand names and logos are the registered trademarks of their respective owners.
Any use of the Whirlpool brand name or model designation for this product is made solely for
purposes of demonstrating compatibility. Skip to main content. Image Unavailable Image not
available for Color:. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no
shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and
start the return Select the return method Ship it! In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. DR
Quality Products. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Customers who viewed this item also
viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. More items to explore.
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Product Description Dryer Thermal Fuse.
Comparable Part Numbers and The fuse is a fail-safe that stops the electricity to the heating
system when a dryer overheats. Fixes the following issues: No heat or insufficient heat.
Compare with similar items. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer
images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. Dead electric dryer back up and running again. Ordered the replacement part on
Thursday evening and got it mid day Saturday. Dryer symptoms: Found wet clothes in dryer a
couple times after a drying cycle. I thought either the heating element was on it's way out or I
was going senile possibly not pushing start button after loading up wet clothes. The third time
using the dryer I pushed the start button and nothing happened. The dryer was dead after that. I
unplugged the dryer electric cord. I pulled the screws off the top rear plate to check the start
switch continuity and check the timer. The start switch tested good 0 Ohms across both of the
leads. I found a schematic on a piece of paper inside the cover for the start switch and timer
access top rear dryer cover. I laid the dryer on its front on a blanket. I pulled off the larger lower
back cover to the dryer. There was a lot of lint just inside the cover about 15 years worth of lint.
I vacuumed the lint. I opened the blower motor cover big black cover for the air tunnel from the
lint screen, dryer drum air exhaust, cover for the blower motor, and the air outlet at the bottom
of the dryer. There was a heavy clump of lint about the size of a baseball in the lower part of the
blower motor area. I removed it and vacuumed all the lint out. I tested the Dryer thermal fuse. On
this dryer, it's the small white sensor maybe an inch long with a blue wire at each end. It's
located to the upper right on the blower motor housing. It tested as an open circuit bad. It
should read a short 0 Ohms. I ordered a thermal fuse pn The dryer is back in action. Much better
than paying someone to come out and fix it or buying a new dryer. I needed one tool to remove
the screws from the back of the dryer and a screwdriver for the fuse. Here's the steps I used:
Unplug the dryer. Remove the vent hose from the back of the dryer. Remove the screws from
the back of the dryer. Unplug the two wires on the fuse. Remove the screw from the fuse and
pull the fuse out. Put the new fuse in place and snug the screw down. Plug the two wired onto
the new fuse. Put the back on the dryer. Hook the vent hose back up. Plug the dryer in. My dryer
runs hotter now than it has in a long time. HINT: While you have the dryer pulled out, ensure the
vent hose is clear, as a clogged vent can is one of the things that can blow the fuse to begin
with. A little about myself: I am the only girl in a family of nothing but boys. I have 3 boys of my
own and I have 3 brothers. One can assume I do the "man" things around the house And yes
your assumption is totally correct lol! However, if I have the money to hire someone My dryer
broke down and I really thought I would have to buy another. To get it fix and to get it replaced
cost damn near the same. I went to YouTube and searched "Kenmore dryer won't start". Almost
all the videos said it was the thermal fuse. So, as the title says I did it myself!!! What did I do

with the rest of the money Took my boys out to eat because I felt proud that I did it, with the
help of YouTube of course. When my dryer started not drying the clothing, I thought the heater
coil had gone out. But after checking out several vendors and them all saying the same thing,
which is that most often it's not the heater coil, it's the single use fuse that has blown. So I
decided to go ahead and try the fuse instead of buying the heater coil. The part was sent out the
same day. The USPS had a problem and receipt of the part was delayed by a day, but that was
not the fault of the vendor. After watching a video, this part was easily installed. Simple enough
that this Nana let her 7 year old grandson with supervision install it. Unfortunately, it didn't fix
the problem as the dryer will still start, but even on high and after 15 minutes, it's still blowing
only room temp air. With no prompting from me, they contacted me to see if the part had fixed
the dryer problem. And had I not tossed the original part and the trash collector picked up the
trash, I'm sure they would have allowed a return. Oft-times, when one part is back up to factory
specs, it causes other parts of the system to start to fail. So I'm just going to get the heater
element and 3 thermostats, with some new wiring for one of the thermostats. It's an older dryer
that was given to me. It's worked very well, well enough to make it worth it to me to replace
parts rather than buy a new dryer. And if parts in the heating system are going out, makes more
sense to just replace them all while I have the back off as I NEED the dryer. And since there was
no lint backing up anywhere in the system - I clean the lint trap before each dryer load and there
was nothing blocking the vent system - which goes literally straight outside, it's an old, worn
part problem, not lack of maintenance. With the amount of how-to guides out there, repairs like I
need this part for are a breeze. The biggest challenge is simply finding out WHAT the problem
is. Once you figure that out it's fairly easy to install this part. Our dryer got too hot and blew this
fuse. Keep those lint traps and vents clear! Look for a video on YOUR item; not just a similar
one. I made this repair way harder than it needed to be by following instructions in a similar
repair video. Once I figured out what I needed and where it was, getting this fuse in was a bit of
a challenge to get too, with other parts and wires in the way, but pretty straight forward. Just be
sure you unplug your dryer Repair was done about 6 months ago, so far no issues. Blew a fuse
in the middle of a load. After some online research, it seemed as though this fuse was what I
needed. Was up and running again in a few days. And bless my neighbors for letting me finish
my load at their house! See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all reviews
to English. Ma secheuse. Report abuse Translate review to English. Product arrived as
described. Report abuse. More to consider from our brands. Pages with related products. See
and discover other items: kitchen aid appliance , kitchen aid parts , whirlpool thermal fuse ,
appliances in the kitchen , thermal fuses , replacement appliance parts. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. No heat, low heat, takes to long to dry, timer does not advance, flame wont ignite.
Will not start, too hot,. Door wont close, will not start, does gets stuck. Squeals, does not rotate,
clunks, no start. No heat, runs to hot, will not start. Will not start, no heat, shuts off too soon.
Blue Stars LLC. As Pictured. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising
Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa
Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship
Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands
of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop
Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Skip to main content of results for
"whirlpool duet dryer thermal fuse". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping.
Customer Review. New Arrivals. International Shipping. Price and other details may vary based
on size and color. Best Seller in Dryer Replacement Parts. Amazon's Choice for whirlpool duet
dryer thermal fuse. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Related searches. Need help? Visit the help
section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second

life. Access the element by pulling out the dryer and removing the back cover. Cleaned the
exhaust and fan but found no blockage and really was not that bad. Hi Gene, Thank you for the
question. If your dryer does not heat first check for a blown thermal fuse on the blower housing
before replacing the heating element. He also cleared out all of the venting from the dryer to the
exterior of the house. Unplug the dryer when checking the heating element. The thermal fuse is
a safety device designed to protect the dryer from overheating. When this fuse is faulty, your
dryer will not start or it will not heat properly. The battle has involved vent cleanings,
replacements, and most recently a move to a new home. Dryer ran but would not regulate the
heat. I have replaced the thermal fuse, heating element, high limit therm, cycling therm, vent
duct to the outside of house. Also replaced the circuit breaker that feeds the dryer with a new
one today. The component is not only compatible with Whirlpool models but also numerous
other popular brands. It also doesn't require much in the way of tools or replacement parts. It
must be replaced if there is no longer continuity between the pins. If there is no continuity,
replace the heating element. I checked and have no obstructions in the short line outside 5' duct
run is all I have and have replaced the cycling thermostat that should prevent the temperature
from getting high enough to fail the thermal fuse. Whirlpool usually locates the heating element
on the back of dryer must remove back of dryer or under the drum must remove front dryer. If
your fuse is faulty your dryer will not start or heat properly. I've been fighting this problem off
and on for a while with our Whirlpool Duet Dryer for a few years. Check it with an ohm meter. I
found the element to be the reason why the dryer did not get heat. The fuse controls the dryer's
heating element whereas the cutoff controls the motor. Complete the thermal fuse replacement
yourself and get your dryer going again. Get shopping advice from experts, friends and the
community! Note: This video is intended to give you the â€¦ The dryer thermal fuse replacement
process doesn't take long at all. I tested the thermal fuse, the thermostats, the wiring, and the
element. Some dryers have a heating element behind a front panel on the bottom of the dryer.
You will usually find this out after the â€¦ Dryer Not Heating? Click the links below to these parts
and you will see a video on how to access them and ohm test them. We recommend replacing
the Thermal Fuse. If you're ordering it online, only buy parts from a reliable retailer. We also
have instructions for thermal fuse replacement in a gas dryer. My Samsung dryer kept blowing
the thermal fuse. Replace if open no continuity between terminals. Air is certainly moving. All
Whirlpool Duet dryers have sensor strips in the drum. As your load of laundry tumbles in the
drum, it makes contact with the sensor strips so that the dryer can end the cycle when your
laundry is dry. Thermistor fine. I have replaced thermal fuses, thermal cutouts, and the heating
element. This part is a one-time use fuse and cannot be re-set. Found the culprit. You will need
to purchase a replacement thermal fuse for your particular dryer. Thank you for your inquiry. If
the dryer is not level, the sensing does not work properly, and your drying cycle will end early.
Had no conductivity with ohm meter so I placed a jumper around it and presto dryer runs. Hope
this helps! Another possible cause for a dryer not heating up could be attributed to a faulty
thermal fuse. Note: This video is intended to give you the â€¦ I'm tired of just replacing parts do
you have any suggestions? Hoping maybe just a weak part. Fast, same â€¦ We still get an F23
code. When the dryer is turned on, it appears to me that the air flow coming from the exterior
vent is good. When the fuse blows, the dryer â€¦ 01 - Thermal Fuse. The blower is not clogged
or bound. Ryan says: October 19, at am. This part fails when the heater housing does not have
adequate airflow through it; this is normally caused by restriction in the exhaust vent, plugged
lint screen, or broken blower wheel. Also Know, why is my dryer not heating up? Dryer heating
element. We just jump the fuse. Venting was fine. It is a long coil of wire inside a metal can. I
have checked the thermal fuse and the thermostats and all seem to be in working order. These
steps work for replacing the electric dryer thermal fuse for Kenmore, Whirlpool, Maytag, Amana,
Roper, Crosley and Estate models with a lint screen housing located in the top cabinet panel.
What else could be wrong. If suddenly your clothes dryer has stopped drying your clothing,
check the thermal fuse on back. The thermal cutoff isn't the same as a thermal fuse. In most
cases the heating element will have a break in the element if defective. Is it the control panel
that need replacing? Add to cart. Made by Whirlpool. I ran one â€¦ I have a whirlpool electric
dryer that keeps blowing the thermal fuse at the vent outlet. I unplugged the dryer from power
and checked all the parts with my OHM meter. If the dryer is running and not heating, then your
thermal fuse is good, so don't ohm test that one. If you go into a local appliance parts store,
make sure you have your make and model numbers handy. Common solutions for: Why is my
Whirlpool dryer not heating up? Thermal Cut-off fine. The thermal fuse is a safety tool which
attaches to the blower wheel housing and stops the flow of electricity if your dryer is
overheating. The thermal fuse was blown. Element fine. Restore a dryer to working order with
the Whirlpool Thermal Fuse. It is a safety mechanism that stops the flow of electricity to the
heating element when a dryer overheats. Fuse is located on the blower wheel cover. Here's the

thermal cut-off for your model: Thermal Cut Out Fuse Kit Here's the heating element for your
model: This is a one-time fuse, meaning it cannot be re-set. We also have installation guides,
diagrams and manuals to help you along the way! Your email address will not be published.
Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. User login.
Russian Spanish Deutsch. Is Mexico Safe? Just type and press 'enter'. No Comments on
whirlpool duet dryer not heating thermal fuse. No comments. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your
email address will not be published. Search Our Blog. Impreza Theme by UpSolution. So, you
washed a load of laundry and put it in the dyer, only to go back an hour or so later and find that
your clothes are still wet. This can occur with any model dryer, but this article will show you
Why Whirlpool Dryer is not heating up. There are several common reasons this can occur.
However, the specific fixes are different for electric and gas dryers. Depending on what model
you have, the element may be inside a housing that heats air as it passes through the blower.
Need This Part? Click Here. The heating element can burn out over time and cause your
Whirlpool dryer to stop heating. You can also determine if the element is burned by simply
locating it, and seeing if any of the wires are detached or broken. However, the continuity test is
the most effective. Thermal cutoff fuses have been installed on dryers since the s. So, when the
fuse is blown the Whirlpool dryer will not heat up. If this is the reason your Whirlpool dryer is
tumbling , but not heating you will need to replace the part. Therefore, it can be tricky to test
this part for continuity. Here are some tips to conducting this test:. Use a multi-meter to check
the circuit breaker and the fuse box. Also use the meter to test voltage coming from the outlet.
Electrical current flows through the ignitor on a gas dryer. The ignitor subsequently produces
heat which ignites the gas flame inside the burner assembly. The flame then heats the air that
flows through the blower housing and into the drum. If the ignitor becomes burnt, it will be
unable to light. Your gas dryer is also equipped with a flame sensor that ensures the flame
burns inside the flame chamber. If the flame sensor goes bad, your dryer will not ignite, so the
part will need to be replaced. Before replacing you may want to test for continuity to ensure this
is the problem. If the ignitor glows for a short amount of time, and then turns off without igniting
the gas, this is probably the issue. After replacing the thermal fuse, you may want to go ahead
and clean your dryer vent hose to prevent this from happening again. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam.
Learn how your comment data is processed. Putting the machine into diagnostic mode, it gives
me the F01 code. Any suggestions on cause?? Thermal fuse keeps blowing sometimes even
after one cycle. Less resistance, more heat will be produced. Im too old for these gymnastics!
Five year old whirlpool dryer, replaced heating elements and thermostats about two and a half
months ago, bought cheap parts off Amazon. It will not send the power if the dryer is not
running!!! To repair this problem you will need to follow these steps: In the end, anytime the
thermal fuse or cutoff trips, it will need to be replaced. This is the most common reason a
thermal cutoff fuse keeps tripping. If the unit has a lint trap on the outside of the drum, make
sure it seals up when installed. Do you see any holes in my logic or my plan to proceed with
replacing the two parts I have, as well as getting a replacement for the white box and this burnt
wire? We also have instructions for thermal fuse replacement in a gas dryer. My issue could be
similar. The heating element is in good shape, not grounding out against the casing. Im so tired
of wrong parts, incomplete troubleshooting, etc.! Thermistor fine. I replaced Themistor and
Thermal Fuse and ran one load fine. This find fixed my Samsung dryer The heating element gets
hot and the dryer has done 4 loads, 3 loads, etc before the thermal fuse thermostat cut off goes
out on the heater box housing. Hi, I had this problem and as everyone else went through many
fuses. Are you talking about the thermal fuse on the blower or on the heater assembly? Any
suggestions?? Kenmore dryer keeps blowing thermal fuse. Thats why dryer wont start, but just
clicks. But one thing for sure i can recommend, that all new parts needs to be exactly as old
ones. And then blowing the thermal fuse? How do you know that vent line is not restricted?
Checked v circuit at the box, OK. Idk what to do. Washing machines require lots of power to run.
When it does run, air goes out the exhaust with no problems. I replaced my Samsung Dryer
Thermo Switch multiple times until I finally went up on my roof and ran a brush down the vent
22 feet until I could feel a draft, see my flashlight on the other end and clearly speak to the wife
through the vent. Did it again this time and still received the beep but noticed a reading on
multimeter. Here are the most common reasons a thermal cutoff fuse will keep tripping. I did
and fixed it. I have been fighting my dryer for years! The heating element is not grounded and
has continuity when testing the 2 terminal plugs, no continuity when testing each of individual
terminals to heater box housing. Now if infinite resistance shows on any of the fuses or thermal
sensors, that means it's blown and needs to be replaced. Every dryer has its own procedure on
how to disassemble it and how to reach this fuse. This can cause the motor to pull more
electrical current than normal, causing the breaker to trip. Hi Cindi, you dont need to change

fuse on the blower wheel. But first, turn the dryer V power cord OFF from the wall and only then
start to work on the dryer. I have Kenmore dryer model So get yourself some high temp tape
aluminum foil hvac duct tape and seal up the duct seams. I think your guide has me pointed in
the right direction now, but Im gonna need another part, at least, I think. The igniter produced a
flame and I thought I was good to go. Trying to start a 2nd load and thermal fuse blew again. It
should be around 10 Ohms. This is what I was doing the whole time. Did you replace cycling
thermostat along with the fuse? When dryer hoses or vent lines become clogged it prevents
proper air circulation, which will eventually cause your dryer to overheat. Just wanted to ask , I
noticed the heater is still on after the cycle ends. What could it be? This can be done by using
"cool down" or "air fluff" mode. There is a seal on the blower. Here are my next stepsâ€¦ I tried
to summarize the steps in the order that makes the most senseâ€¦ based on the article and all of
the comments here. Whirlpool duet dryer keeps blowing thermal fuse on heating element. You
need to change them both, fuse and cycling thermostat. The dryer and thermal fuse have been
in service for several years with no issues. I put a new lint trap in also a new heating element.
Your heating element is grounded out. Thank you all for your suggestions. These steps work for
replacing the electric dryer thermal fuse for Kenmore, Whirlpool, Maytag, Amana, Roper,
Crosley and Estate models with a lint screen housing located in the top cabinet panel. Just the
fuse. My understanding is if the element heated on air fluff no heat then the main control board
should be replaced as the heat relay is open. Thanks so much for your time. Cleaned the t Again
a different wire from the fuse to the thermistor was burnt so repaired that and did the test where
you bypass the fuse and everything seemed to run okay at least the load dried. I also bought a
complete element repair kit because it supposedly has all the parts I need. It stopped producing
heat. I also ordered a digital multimeter as my analog one ohm scale is not useful. It does fit into
the hole on the housing, though. It had blown the thermal fuse. I will be cleaning that vent once
a year now lol. So, possibly there's a multitude of other problems and other conclusions why
it's not allowing power to get to the element. I found that the plastic wire connected was not
properly installed on to the motor. About a month ago the dryer began blowing thermal fuses.
Did you replace cycling thermostat on the heater assembly as well? The second connector from
the bottom of the motor housing was bent and was not sliding into the connector. How can I
identify the problem? I will replace both and see what happens. Lint can bypass the trap
sometimes, and end up in the wrong places inside your dryer. The good news is that thermal
dryer fuses are inexpensive and relatively easy to replace. No change. Or you can replace the
ducts and blowers, to get the new seals. I replaced the thermistor on my Samsung dryer, it blew
twice before I figured out the problem. Airflow is good, no obstructions. I have had these stick
causing low air flow that caused the thermal fuse to blow. Element fine. Can I use it? Does it
produce heat on Air Only cycle? Feel free to ask any questions about repairs. Another common
reason for Whirlpool and Maytag dryers, that this particular thermal fuse keeps tripping is due
to a failed relay on the control board. No heat on air only cycle. Same result. One fuse sits in the
power cord to the washing machine and will blow if a power surge reaches the washer.
Purchased the heating element on Amazon. Ive dismantled the dryer and thoroughly cleaned
out all the lint, including the intake and exhaust tubes. Once the Idler Pulley was replaced, no
more blown fuse. Any thoughts on another possibility? No codes are being produced, but the
lights around the cycle dial are yellow; I seem to recall that they were green. Do you measure
resistance of the heating element? Parts arrive and found thermal fuse was OK?? I am running
out of ideasâ€¦ but try to run several cycles without a hose connected. And instead of the very
flat thermodisc type, the accompanying thermostat looks like a kind of fuse. Comparable Part
Numbers and The fuse is a fail-safe that stops the electricity to the heating system when a dryer
overheats. Then I happened to notice a melted wire coming out of the plain white rectangular
fuse on the outside of the element box, right at the front. Second, I heard was that there are air
leaks in the blower system, such that cool air is being sucked into the blower or the blower
ducts. The thermal cut off fuse keeps blowing. My thermal cutoff keeps opening. Cycling
thermostat just not able to control amount of heat produced by the heating element. It also
helps monitor the amount of heat being produced by the dryer. When the dryer finished the
drying cycle, it should, in the last couple of minutes turn heater OFF and start to cool down.
Could the timer selector switch be bad causing the high temp cycles to not run properly? Went
to appliance store got a used one not new,3 cycles stop,I've replaced heating coil and may not
have been the problem, maybe but my vent is clean, I guess I'll check all other
thermometers,fuse's and other key connections,plus see if htr. Some guy told me to change
heating element and thermostat. When this occurs, it will cause the fuse to overheat and blow
due to heat build-up. Two such part are the thermal limit fuse and the thermal cutoff. Hi Robert,
did you check heating element to make sure its not grounded? So there are three temperature
sensors in most dryers, and the thermal fuse is the last. It was the blower wheel that was the

problem. Its recommended to replace them both. Runs for about a minute or so, shuts off. You
have to replace cycling thermostat along with thermal fuse. Samsung should not have made
this part so cheaply to allow it to be compromised like this as my dryer is only a couple years
old. Additionally the light inside of the dryer is on when I open it. There was no significant
build-up, as we typically clean the filter with every use. I clean the wall vent, connecting tube
and dryer regularly. Drum apins, Dryer will dry about 3 loads then stop heating works otherwise,
just won't heat. Changed the multimeter to ohms and received 0. And also double check vent
line from the dryer to outside. I replaced the fuse again and had an exact repeat. Thermal fuses
burn out to prevent fires. The machine still runs heat on air-only. But i assume the problem with
ignitor. Dryer Thermal Fuse Blown Again. I've also inspected ducts. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. Its should be no more than F, usually less.
If the temperature controls are not doing their jobs, replace them. Kitchenaid superba. Also,
replacement Thermistor did not have continuity as well. You have to have multimeter to check
continuity of the heater and fuse. I have a Kenmore HE3 with front panel access on the bottom.
If something wrong with the belt or idler pulley, you will be able to lift belt up. This did not allow
Switch to turn off the current when got too warm and the heating element stayed on which kicks
off the thermal fuse for safety causing you to have to replace it. So Im going to replace the
middle and back fuses with the matching parts in the kit they sent me, even though they show
no damage. I replaced it, and everything is back to normal. The thermal fuse is a safety feature
against overheating, and will often blow if lint buildup in the trap or the dryer hose prevents
proper air flow. Visual The thermal fuse on the wheel exhaust side has the two connector
prongs toasted burn up or tar looking to the wire connectors 2 wires blue. Started dryer had
heat briefly then no heat. Complete the thermal fuse replacement yourself and get your dryer
going again. I checked the exhaust and lint filter, and cleaned it with my shopvac using a narrow
hose and nozzle to get the deeper places. Heating element was bad so I replaced it. Blown
thermal fuse its a consequence, failed igniter or flame sensor are causes. When you will open
top cover, lift belt up. It monitors the temperature of the dryer, and when that temperature gets
too high, it shuts power off to the motor not to the heating element!!! So if the fuse keeps
burning out, remove the wire connections and take a multimeter to all fuse and thermostat
connections for continunity. Does throw any codes. Probably the same problem, i guess.. Or
thermal fuse burnt out. It stuck in ON position. Tengo una secadora marca General Electric,que
corta el secadomuy frecuente y no calien. In past years, house fires were commonly caused by
failed dryers. All the wire damage was at the end connected to the white box, and thats right on
the edge of the gap where you can see the element. Then it will always stays ON, causing
overheating. When the fuse blows, the dryer won't get hot, but when the cutoff blows, the
tumbler won't spin. The airways are all clear and clean. This website was created with a purpose
to help our visitors to find proper information about appliance and home repairs. Another thing
to check is, what the temperature of the air coming from the dryer without a vent hose
attached? Check the lint screen for lint or a build-up of debris that could be inhibiting air flow
through the dryer. Terms â€” After some Googling I replaced the thermal fuse and it comes on
again, but still runs heat on air-only. Check the exhaust path for excessive lint or debris all the
way to the exit point of the exhaust pipe. Question: before replacing this, what causes this
Thermal fuse to burn? It was replaced initially on a Friday and by Monday, it blew again. I have a
kenmore elite HE4 Model Even if it looks like its working and glowing. Did you replace just a
fuse or high limit thermostat as well? Followed air fluff note above, still no heat; accidently
moved past low heat setting and heat came on!! That is why my fuse are burn all the time. I have
replaced it twice. What shoul the ohms reading be on the heating element? Some part of it is
touching the heater housing. I would prefer to not have to take the dryer a part againâ€¦. I also
vacuumed in and around the heating element but I did not check the vent line to the outside. I
watched a youtube video and mistakenly only replaced the Fuseâ€¦ and not the thermostatâ€¦
and its tripped again. Ton the 3rd thermal fuse replacement I tried lowest heat setting â€” it blew
after 1,5 loads of laundry. Will it blow again? This is my opinion. Your email address will not be
published. Submit a Comment Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Huh, so
the low temp cycle worked. But one thing for sure i can recommend, that all new parts needs to
be exactly as old ones. When the dryer finished the drying cycle, it should, in the last couple of
minutes turn heater OFF and start to cool down. It can be accessed in most Whirlpool models
by removing the back panel, at which point you should see the fuse rectangular-shaped ,
alongside the cycling thermostat. All dryers have a high limit safety thermostat that cuts power
to the element at a lower temperature than the thermal fuse burnout temperature. Great guide!
Usually, this is happening at the end, when the dryer goes to the Cool Down cycle. Thanks
again. Kenmore dryer keeps blowing thermal fuse. Cause 1: Thermostat Has Tripped. I also
ordered a digital multimeter as my analog one ohm scale is not useful. This in turn blows the

thermal fuse. Airflow is good, no obstructions. The igniter produced a flame and I thought I was
good to go. I have a Maytag epic z electric dryerâ€¦â€¦. How do you know that vent line is not
restricted? Or both? When this occurs, it will cause the fuse to overheat and blow due to heat
build-up. Can dcA be used instead of dcC because C is hard to find. What thermal fuse you are
talking about, on the blower wheel or on the heater assembly? The thermal fuse thermostat cut
off fuse blows out every timer however, this app started with the failed heating element coil.
Thermal Cut-off fine. Could there be another simple issue or should I replace the entire control
board anyway since diagnostics said F01 note that the dryer never flashed that error code on its
own? Of the two pieces they sent me, Im guessing the thermostat is the one in the middle that
was attached to the other end of the burnt wire attached to the white rectangular fuse. The
bracket-shaped piece in the back shows no damage, and I have no multimeter, so I am trying to
reason all this out based on info at hand, both good and bad. The second thing I have found
was a buildup of sand in the bottom of the blower assembly the dryer was blowing but the sand
had reduced the flow, I cleaned the sand out and some lint build up on the blower and that
solved that one. Hi Robert, did you check heating element to make sure its not grounded? It was
the blower wheel that was the problem. So if the fuse keeps burning out, remove the wire
connections and take a multimeter to all fuse and thermostat connections for continunity.
Replaced both high limit and thermal whatever on heating element and element and it ran for
like 4 cyclesâ€¦.. Check the lint screen for lint or a build-up of debris that could be inhibiting air
flow through the dryer. Idk what to do. The thermal fuse is a safety feature against overheating,
and will often blow if lint buildup in the trap or the dryer hose prevents proper air flow. Cleaned
the t Should I unscrew and open the closed vent area on the left by the blower wheel as well?
Every time I have to pull the plug off the wall. I replaced the fuse again and had an exact repeat.
Samsung should not have made this part so cheaply to allow it to be compromised like this as
my dryer is only a couple years old. I just ordered a generic thermistor as when I test the one o
have it seems to be reading much higher than 11k. Thermal fuse blew 2 more times. Did you
replace cycling thermostat along with the fuse? My thermal cutoff keeps opening. Comparable
Part Numbers and The fuse is a fail-safe that stops the electricity to the heating system when a
dryer overheats. The leading cause of thermal fuse burnout is obstructed airflow. First, run it on
medium heat, that will keep you from blowing them. Ran for several months no problem and
then the same fuse blew again decided to change the heating element, the same fuse and the
thermistor again just in case even though the element looked fine, it blew again attempting to
dry just a towel. I even leveled the dryer thinking that because it was leaning forward all the
clothes were clumping by the lint screen area impacting air flow. I replaced it once more along
with the thermister. Lint can bypass the trap sometimes, and end up in the wrong places inside
your dryer. There is a thin film that developed on my lint trap that was restricting air flow, it took
me a while to clean it off using hot hot water and soap, I was very careful not to tear the screen.
You need to find and replace that relay, or get a new board. I have Kenmore dryer model Should
i also change the fuse by the blower i assume that is the other fuse that came in the package
with element and fuse and thermistor. You have to replace cycling thermostat along with
thermal fuse. Then it will always stays ON, causing overheating. Model Thermal fuse blown.
Whats in there now looks like the pieces they sent for the blower housing, one thing on a
bracket, and a high limit thermostat marked as such. Cycling thermostat and high limit
thermostat on whirlpool thin twin are good but thermal fuse on element keeps blowing. It
monitors the temperature of the dryer, and when that temperature gets too high, it shuts power
off to the motor not to the heating element!!! Is there anything else I should be checking? I need
to get a thermometer to measure exhaust temp. I have deduced this is the element fuse? The
fuse controls the dryer's heating element whereas the cutoff controls the motor. Element fine.
Five year old whirlpool dryer, replaced heating elements and thermostats about two and a half
months ago, bought cheap parts off Amazon. If will be able to do so, that means belt slipped off
from the idler pulley. So, possibly there's a multitude of other problems and other conclusions
why it's not allowing power to get to the element. Sorry so long. This is my opinion. Its
recommended to replace them both. Are you talking about the thermal fuse on the blower or on
the heater assembly? Replacement thermal fuse by DR Quality Parts for most top name brand
dryers. Open top cover to check drum belt. Would either the igniter or flame sensor be causing
the thermal fuse to blow? Thanks so much for your time. I have had these stick causing low air
flow that caused the thermal fuse to blow. I found that the plastic wire connected was not
properly installed on to the motor. Again a different wire from the fuse to the thermistor was
burnt so repaired that and did the test where you bypass the fuse and everything seemed to run
okay at least the load dried. Started dryer had heat briefly then no heat. Even if it looks like its
working and glowing. Some guy told me to change heating element and thermostat. Replaced
the thermostat 2 times, the thermoster, and the heating coil, good airflow. The high performance

electronics repair kit. Air flow is strong through vent. Running out of ideas.. Whats the exhaust
temp of the dryer? And instead of the very flat thermodisc type, the accompanying thermostat
looks like a kind of fuse. I get a glow inside the burner duct, then the igniter, then flame.
Random Brandon. Learn how your comment data is processed. If your dryer will run but does
not produce any heat, there is likely a problem with the dryer's heating element or thermal fuse.
When dryer hoses or vent lines become clogged it prevents proper air circulation, which will
eventually cause your dryer to overheat. So Im going to replace the middle and back fuses with
the matching parts in the kit they sent me, even though they show no damage. Thank you all for
your suggestions. Does it produce heat on Air Only cycle? If the temperature controls are not
doing their jobs, replace them. I am going through this again!! In past years, house fires were
commonly caused by failed dryers. Make sure to squeeze wire contacts a little bit, to provide
proper continuity. Everything I had read, and the Sears PartsDirect guy, indicated I needed to
replace the thermal fuse on the blower. Another common reason for Whirlpool and Maytag
dryers, that this particular thermal fuse keeps tripping is due to a failed relay on the control
board. Probably the same problem, i guess.. Or thermal fuse burnt out. It keeps blowing thermal
fuses. I checked the exhaust and lint filter, and cleaned it with my shopvac using a narrow hose
and nozzle to get the deeper places. Im just assuming this piece is hurt inside where I cant see.
Runs for about a minute or so, shuts off. You just need to have a multimeter and check
continuity between two contacts. It will not send the power if the dryer is not running!!! We've
gone through 3 brand new fuses in as many days. You can troubleshoot the thermal cutoff by
testing it for electrical continuity. Two such part are the thermal limit fuse and the thermal
cutoff. However after running for a minute or two it blew the fuse again. What could that be?
Diagnosing a tripped thermal fuse is easy. These steps work for replacing the electric dryer
thermal fuse for Kenmore, Whirlpool, Maytag, Amana, Roper, Crosley and Estate models with a
lint screen housing located in the top cabinet panel. Dryers have many parts that can go bad. I
would prefer to not have to take the dryer a part againâ€¦. Hey Eugene, Have a Maytag
Continental electric, no heat, found thermal fuse blown as measured with meter, heater coil has
10 ohms coils looked ok, no grounding as wires were all spaced away from walls; noting loose
either , other 3 sensors were measuring some resistance across terminals, say 0. Ton the 3rd
thermal fuse replacement I tried lowest heat setting â€” it blew after 1,5 loads of laundry.
Venting was fine. Here is what I have done so far. This can happen as a result of normal wear
and tear, and also from a gummy accumulation of dirt. I may just check the drum wheels next
based on the idea about the pulley someone mentioned. First thing is, if the drum is spinning
and the outside vent is blowing out, it's not the blower wheel, I found that out the hard way. To
prevent electricity from frying its electrical componentry and making the entire appliance
useless, an automatic washer has either one or two main fuses. There was no significant
build-up, as we typically clean the filter with every use. The vent is clear and has also been
undone in the back of the dryer atm. Any other suggestion while I tear into the dryer again?
However, thanks to these components, this is a thing of the past, as both parts work to prevent
fires. But as I removed the old wheel I saw that the thermistor was covered in lint. This is in
addition to my previous post just a few minutes ago. Whirlpool Duet front load Dryer keeps
blowing fuse. Just wanted to ask , I noticed the heater is still on after the cycle ends. My issue
could be similar. When the coils in the heating element expanding, they can touch metal casing
and it can cause the heating element to become grounded. Can a damaged blower wheel cause
the cycling thermostat to fail or the thermal fuse to blow? To repair this problem you will need
to follow these steps: In the end, anytime the thermal fuse or cutoff trips, it will need to be
replaced. I think your guide has me pointed in the right direction now, but Im gonna need
another part, at least, I think. Wasted a lot of time and effort there for nothing, got wrong part,
etc. This can cause the motor to pull more electrical current than normal, causing the breaker to
trip. You have to have multimeter to check continuity of the heater and fuse. I did as you said
and bought a multimeter. If there is no heat on Air-Fluff, control board heater relay is ok. As
long as you have an issues with the heating element from Amazon, i recommend you to get
OEM assembly heater, fuse, thermostat. It was replaced initially on a Friday and by Monday, it
blew again. Feel free to ask any questions about repairs. Question: before replacing this, what
causes this Thermal fuse to burn? It also may cause overheating. If you are going through
thermo switches like water then run a brush make percent sure its clear. I replaced my Samsung
Dryer Thermo Switch multiple times until I finally went up on my roof and ran a brush down the
vent 22 feet until I could feel a draft, see my flashlight on the other end and clearly speak to the
wife through the vent. So there are three temperature sensors in most dryers, and the thermal
fuse is the last. If the blower wheel is stripped out it can't blow air. This can be done by using
"cool down" or "air fluff" mode. What could it be? Trying to start a 2nd load and thermal fuse
blew again. Checking the fuse is easy if you own a multimeter or ohmmeter. Hi, I had this

problem and as everyone else went through many fuses. Thermistor fine. The solution was to
look for air leaks on the blower or the ducts. All the wire damage was at the end connected to
the white box, and thats right on the edge of the gap where you can see the element. Dwain
Buchanan, in the last few weeks, my heating element burnt out, then two high limit thermistat,
and no the thermistor has blown out. Over and over again. If there is good airflow and the heater
is working correctly, the thermal fuse should not burn out. Also, replacement Thermistor did not
have continuity as well. The airways are all clear and clean. What is the make and model number
of the dryer? Regarding centrifugal switch, i have never had any issues in my experience, so i
doubt that its an issue. Dryer heater won't cycle on and off. I tested the heating element for
continuity and received the audible beep. The second connector from the bottom of the motor
housing was bent and was not sliding into the connector. Checked v circuit at the box, OK.
Thermal fuses should be checked for continuity, heating element should be checked for
resistance around 10 Ohms. I watched a youtube video and mistakenly only replaced the
Fuseâ€¦ and not the thermostatâ€¦ and its tripped again. The thermistor must work in tandem
with the thermostat connected to the heating coil. Every dryer has its own procedure on how to
disassemble it and how to reach this fuse. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. No change.
Another thing to check is, what the temperature of the air coming from the dryer without a vent
hose attached? Changed the multimeter to ohms and received 0. I have a Kenmore HE3 with
front panel access on the bottom. Do you have a digital or mechanical timer? Have not had an
issue with it till now. Then I happened to notice a melted wire coming out of the plain white
rectangular fuse on the outside of the element box, right at the front. Once the Idler Pulley was
replaced, no more blown fuse. The thermal cutoff is located on the heater assembly and it
controls the temperature of the dryer. Replaced it and the high limit thermostat. Terms â€” Had
to reorder. Dryer Thermal Fuse Blown Again. Check continuity of the thermal fuse white color
on the blower wheel see pictures in the post , if its blown, replace it. Now if infinite resistance
shows on any of the fuses or thermal sensors, that means it's blown and needs to be replaced.
We also have instructions for thermal fuse replacement in a gas dryer. Think about it the lent
chokes off the air supply to exhaust the heat causing the Dryer to not think properly and
overheat tripping the thermo switch. The heating element had a break in the heater coils, so I
replaced it with a new one from Appliance Parts Pros. Have you had issues with a thermal fuse
tripping? I am running out of ideasâ€¦ but try to run several cycles without a hose connected.
When it blows, the dryer stops generating heat. To check if the coil is grounding to the housing,
just put one test lead on one of the coil's paddle terminals and the other lead to the housing
itself. I have a repair kit with two pieces in it that match the other two fuses on the outside of
this box. I have a kenmore elite HE4 Model The heating element is not grounded and has
continuity when testing the 2 terminal plugs, no continuity when testing each of individual
terminals to heater box housing. What brand machine do you have and what was causing the
problem? Wowâ€¦ I have learned so much from reading all of this and the comments. Putting
the machine into diagnostic mode, it gives me the F01 code. Okay, same problem here.
Thermostat replaced and the thermal cut-off still continues to trip. Any ideas? Check the blower
wheel to make sure it isn't broken or clogged up. I proceeded to replace the thermal fuse which
did fix the problem. I clean the wall vent, connecting tube and dryer regularly. I replaced the
thermistor on my Samsung dryer, it blew twice before I figured out the problem. Will it blow
again? Concerning low temp in the garage, i am not sure if it may affect the way how dryer
should work. I then checked the continuity with a meter of the flame sensor, dryer coils,
thermostat, ignitor, and I even took out the motor and bench tested it. You may also notice that
your dryer is producing a small amount of heat, but not enough to dry your clothes in a timely
manner. Thanks, Q. Thermal fuses burn out to prevent fires. Followed air fluff note above, still
no heat; accidently moved past low heat setting and heat came on!! Hi Brant, just wondering
where did you get a heating element from? The red lint light still comes-on, and still no luck
starting the dryer. Some part of it is touching the heater housing. I will be cleaning that vent
once a year now lol. Second, I heard was that there are air leaks in the blower system, such that
cool air is being sucked into the blower or the blower ducts. If the heating element is not
glowing evenly could that cause the high limit thermostat to trip before the temperature control
thermostat? Other possibilities are the front and rear drum seals. And then blowing the thermal
fuse? This will cause the control board to constantly send power to the heating element while
dryer running. It also helps monitor the amount of heat being produced by the dryer. Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. After about 20 or 30
seconds, glow in the burner duct no ignition. Did it again this time and still received the beep
but noticed a reading on multimeter. Wash the lint screen with water and a nylon brush and then
thoroughly dry it and replace it in the lint screen housing. Ive seen this issue on Whirlpool and
Maytag dryers? Any suggestions on cause?? This is what I was doing the whole time. This

website was created with a purpose to help our visitors to find proper information about
appliance and home repairs. Blown thermal fuse its a consequence, failed igniter or flame
sensor are causes. Your email address will not be published. Submit a Comment Cancel reply
Your email address will not be published. Search for:. The Whirlpool Duet Dryer F01 error may
be able to be fixed with a simple reset of the main control. Unplug the dryer for 1 minute and
plug it back in this will reset the control if the error persists after that you will need to check the
dryer thermal fuse. The fuse is located on top of the blower wheel housing. To check the
thermal fuse remove the bottom access panel off the front of the dryer and you will see the fuse
mounted at the top of the blower wheel housing. See Image Below Remove the two wires and
check the fuse for continuity, it should be closed. If it does not have continuity it's bad and that
is likely the problem. If the fuse checks out to be good then the main control board will need to
be replaced to fix the F01 error. To replace the main control you will need to remove the top off
the dryer, there are a few screws on the very back of the dryer lid that hold it in place, remove
those and the dryer top will slide back and lift off. Once you have the top off , standing at the
front of the dryer on the left side of the cabinet towards the top you will see board mounted to
the control bracket, remove the bracket and unplug the wires going to the board. Make sure to
take a picture of the wiring before disconnecting them so you do not forget where the wires
connect to the board. Then install the new board. The control board or fuse can be ordered from
the links below. Electronic Control Board. I was wanting to order the control board or thermal
fuse. Either of which can be ordered on amazon at the links provided below:. Order the control
board Order the thermal cut-off kit. It displayed an F01 error code and the main board was found
burnt as is common. Apparently F01 has to do with the control board or thermal fuse needing
replaced. Can you help with the part numbers? Click here for thermal fuse. Click here for the
control board. You need to check the thermal fuse with a meter, if the fuse has a closed circuit
it's good and the board is bad. If it has an open circuit the fuse is bad. It's rarely the fuse that
causes that error code though, it's almost always the board. The board for you model is linked
below:. Click here to order control board. If you know how to solder and have soldering tools
then you can just buy the repair kit for the board, the correct kit for your board is linked below:.
Click here to order the repair kit. Appliance Repair Guides Appliance Codes. Just tried starting
my Duet dryer. F 01 came on. No luck. Can you assist? That means the main control board has
failed. I turned off the power for 5 minutes to see if that would reset. It didn't. So I think I need to
replace the circuit board. Or should I buy a new dryer? You would be correct you do need to
replace the dryer control board. If you would like the part information for your model open a
new question and give me the full model number of the dryer. The model number is located on a
tag on the frame of the dryer behind the dryer door. Open the door and you will see a tag with
the model and serial number on the frame. They are expensive so if you know how to solder you
may be better off just buying the repair kit for the board. It's linked below:. Went to start dryer it
made a clicking noise along with a buzz and an definitive electrical burn smell. I have tried to
reset by unplugging , but it only then buzzes a few seconds when pushing start. It then makes a
click at the control panel board and displays the flashing f01 signal. Would a new control panel
board solve this issue. Thank you. Yes, you would need to replace the control board. The part
you need can be ordered from the link below:. You would need to replace the main control to fix
that error. The control you need can be ordered from the link below:. If you Have a question
about this repair fill out the form and a certified appliance technician will answer your question
usually within 24 hours. You will be notified by email once your question is answered.
Questions not related to this repair will not be answered. Find the error you need help with in
our database. If it's not in our database submit it on our code info request page. Type Dryer
Range Washer. Brand Bosch Frigidaire Kenmore Whirlpool. Model Name View all Duet Gallery.
Questions Concerning This Repair. Whats the part number for the thermal fuse? Answered By
MasterTech. Asked By Max Lewis. Asked By Billy Bolden. F1 error whirlpool duet sport. Asked
By Amanda Webb. Need to know what model number control board to order for wedsw0 duet
sport F1 Error. Asked By Jeff Connor. Asked By Mack Parsons. Whirlpool repair error f Asked
By Maryann spander. Model WEDsw1. Need help with repair to fuse or control board? Asked By
Susan Bell. Part for control board? Asked By Chuck Emerson. Can you please reference the
control board for my dryer? Asked By donald William mccarthey. Asked By Jimmy Funderburk.
Serial number MU Ask A Question. Know your model number? Model Search. The thermal fuse
is a safety tool which attaches to the blower wheel housing and stops the flow of electricity if
your dryer is overheating. Complete the thermal fuse replacement yourself and get your dryer
going again. I found the element to be the reason why the dryer did not get heat. The dryer
thermal fuse replacement process doesn't take long at all. The thermal cutoff isn't the same as a
thermal fuse. The component is not only compatible with Whirlpool models but also numerous
other popular brands. I checked and have no obstructions in the short line outside 5' duct run is

all I have and have replaced the cycling thermostat that should prevent the temperature from
getting high enough to fail the thermal fuse. It also doesn't require much in the way of tools or
replacement parts. If the dryer is running and not heating, then your thermal fuse is good, so
don't ohm test that one. Add to cart. What else could be wrong. I have checked the thermal fuse
and the thermostats and all seem to be in working order. Replace if open no continuity between
terminals. Hoping maybe just a weak part. I have replaced the thermal fuse, heating element,
high limit therm, cycling therm, vent duct to the outside of house. My Samsung dryer kept
blowing the thermal fuse. The thermal fuse is a safety device designed to protect the dryer from
overheating. Fuse is located on the blower wheel cover. When this fuse is faulty, your dryer will
not start or it will not heat properly. Venting was fine. All Whirlpool Duet dryers have sensor
strips in the drum. If you're ordering it online, only buy parts from a reliable retailer. Cleaned the
exhaust and fan but found no blockage and really was not that bad. The battle has involved vent
cleanings, replacements, and most recently a move to a new home. If the dryer is not level, the
sensing does not work properly, and your drying cycle will end early. This part fails when the
heater housing does not have adequate airflow through it; this is normally caused by restriction
in the exhaust vent, plugged lint screen, or broken blower wheel. If your fuse is faulty your dryer
will not start or heat properly. Click the links below to these parts and you will see a video on
how to access them and ohm test them. If suddenly your clothes dryer has stopped drying your
clothing, check the thermal fuse on back. I tested the thermal fuse, the thermostats, the wiring,
and the element. Also replaced the circuit breaker that feeds the dryer with a new one today.
Common solutions for: Why is my Whirlpool dryer not heating up? Check it with an ohm meter. I
have a whirlpool electric dryer that keeps blowing the thermal fuse at the vent outlet. The
heating element had a break in the coil which indicates it is faulty. Get shopping advice from
experts, friends and the community! If you go into a local appliance parts store, make sure you
have your make and model numbers handy. Fast, same â€¦ Dryer heating element. We just jump
the fuse. Thank you for your inquiry. We also have installation guides, diagrams and manuals to
help you along the way! Unplug the dryer when checking the heating element. Had no
conductivity with ohm meter so I placed a jumper around it and presto dryer runs. Found the
culprit. As your load of laundry tumbles in the drum, it makes contact with the sensor strips so
that the dryer can end the cycle when your laundry is dry. The fuse controls the dryer's heating
element whereas the cutoff controls the motor. I unplugged the dryer from power and checked
all the parts with my OHM meter. The thermal fuse was blown. Hi Gene, Thank you for the
question. It recently overheated and blew the thermal fuse, which my husband replaced. Some
dryers have a heating element behind a front panel on the bottom of the dryer. When the dryer
is turned on, it appears to me that the air flow coming from the exterior vent is good. We still get
an F23 code. If your dryer does not heat first check for a blown thermal fuse on the blower
housing before replacing the heating element. It is a safety mechanism that stops the flow of
electricity to the heating element when a dryer overheats. Thermal Cut-off fine. Also Know, why
is my dryer not heating up? In most cases the heating element will have a break in the element if
defective. Dryer ran but would not regulate the heat. The blower is not clogged or bound. This
part is a one-time use fuse and cannot be re-set. Air is certainly moving. I've been fighting this
problem off and on for a while with our Whirlpool Duet Dryer for a few years. You will usually
find this out after the â€¦ Dryer Not Heating? If there is no continuity, replace the heating
element. He also cleared out all of the venting from the dryer to the exterior of the house.
Access the element by pulling out the dryer and removing the back cover. Ryan says: October
19, at am. These steps work for replacing the electric dryer thermal fuse for Kenmore, Whirlpool,
Maytag, Amana, Roper, Crosley and Estate models with a lint screen housing located in the top
cabinet panel. I'm tired of just replacing parts do you have any suggestions? This fuse cannot
be re-set. Hope this helps! It must be replaced if there is no longer continuity between the pins.
Is it the control panel that need replacing? Note: This video is intended to give you the â€¦
Thermistor fine. I have replaced thermal fuses, thermal cutouts, and the heating element. When
the fuse blows, the dryer â€¦ Another possible cause for a dryer not heating up could be
attributed to a faulty thermal fuse. This is a one-time fuse, meaning it cannot be re-set.
Whirlpool usually locates the heating element on the back of dryer must remove back of dryer
or under the drum must remove front dryer. Made by Whirlpool. We recommend replacing the
Thermal Fuse. Your email address will not be published. Search for: X. February 19,
Uncategorized 0 Comments. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Thermal fuse and gas valve coils work together to produce heat. STEP 7 â€” Install
new gas coils, remembering to install correct gas coils into proper metal posts;. STEP 8 â€”
Re-install the gas valve coil cover bracket and re-attach 2 wiring harnesses;. With the panel off, I
wanted to take this opportunity to clean the blower motor caked with hair and dust. If you found
this article to be useful, why not sign up for my newsletter? Just look for a signup form on the

upper right hand side of your screen. This worked awesome, Thank you so much for your
work!! Ordered all on Amazon prime, and the dryer is now fixed!! Thank you again Kevin. Make
sure to clean out your lint trap and the exhaust. Any restrictive air flow will burn out those
fuses! Sorry you did get around to the degree thermostat. I replaced it with much cursing.
Wonder if you had an easier. I had a difficult time as well, though this unit is easier to service
than some others I owned in the pastâ€¦. Sir, this was awesome. I followed your instructions
and this worked! Thanks again for your awesome website! We believe in your site my wife was
so happy she got naked near our dryer and tried. Kevin, I have a whirlpool duet gas dryer
approximately 8 years old. I had no heat, burner would not ignite. I replaced all the parts that
you had recommended. I finally tried bypassing the high limit thermostats that are on the burner
housing. There are 2 of them, located on the top of the burner housing. I disconnected both and
ran a jumper wire. I plugged dryer back in and turned on gas. Presto, burner fired up. I removed
both of the thermostats and took them to my local parts shop. They bench tested both of them
to discover only 1 was bad. I installed the new thermostat and it works like a charm. I just
wanted to share my repair story. Side note, I have 2 dogs. There was so much dog hair and lint
built up inside, I am surprised that the lint and hair had not caught fire. It needing repair was a
blessing in disguise. Wow, great job of sticking with the problem and solving it! I would suggest
having some spare parts on hand so that you can repair your dryer faster next time. But other
than replacing thermal fuses every couple of years, my Duet dryer is built like a tank! Kudos to
you for delivering such a great tutorial which covers three of the possible heating issues, After
replacing those three things I still found my heating cutting out after seconds. Like the Scott
above, I kept checking and found that the high temp thermostat cut off Whirlpool W Thermostat
Fix above the burner tube was malfunctioning. After ordering my thermostat I now find my
clothes are completely dry after a normal cycle. One other thing, I found that the technical
service sheet attached to the inside of lower panel offers some nice troubleshooting advice to
help determine where the problem could be. They are very well made and with your advice
should last many more years. Your email address will not be published. Thermistor is sturdier
than a thermal fuse but because it is relatively inexpensive, I like to replace thermistor at the
same time. Comments Great help. Awesome, Awesome!!! Thank you very much, that was a
tremendous help. Matt- Thanks for your kind words! Hi Sammy- Awesome! Eric- I had a difficult
time as well, though this unit is easier to service than some others I owned in the pastâ€¦. JuanGreat! Thanks for letting us know! John- Glad to head your dryer is working on again! I am sure
YOU were happy too! Scott- Wow, great job of sticking with the problem and solving it! As far as
dog hair and lint, make sure to clean the vent pipe too. Thanks again for sharing your story.
Kevin, Kudos to you for delivering such a great tutorial which covers three of the possible
heating issues, After replacing those three things I still found my heating cutting out after
seconds. Thanks for sharing your comments with us Scot! With 2 young children playing
baseball and softball, we are running at least 2 loads per day! Just make sure to clean your
exhaust vent to prevent heat build up. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not
be published. Search Search the site Link 1. Link 3. Link 5. Link 7. Skip to main content of
results for "whirlpool duet dryer thermostat". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free
Shipping. Customer Review. New Arrivals. International Shipping. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb
Amazon's Choice for whirlpool duet dryer thermostat. Lowest price in 30 days. N
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eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

